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Japanese manicurist Britney Tokyo may not be a household
name, but she counts US pop singer Ariana Grande, model
Gigi Hadid and TV personality Kim Kardashian among her

growing fan base. The nail artist-whose designs are finding
Internet fame-was one of the chief attractions at this week's
Tokyo Nail Forum, where catwalk models flashed their electric-
pink digits and visitors dressed up their fingers in almost every
imaginable way. 

Glow-in-the-dark nails, glittery blue ones with red flames, nails
with yellow smiley faces and unicorns were all on offer. Or how
about turning your hands into a recreation of Snow White and
the Seven Dwarves? "People tell me my design is like a fusion of
Japan and the US," said the manicurist, who moved to Los

Angeles several years ago. "I say it's Tokyo-meets-Hollywood."
Nail art is taking off in the US and is already popular in China and
South Korea. But beauty-conscious Japan is ground-zero for the
business.

The domestic market has doubled in a decade to 220 billion
yen ($1.98 billion) annually, according to the Japan Nailist
Association (JNA), which said there are nearly 25,000 nail salons
across the country. It's been growing since Japan was introduced
to US-made artificial nails about four decades ago. "Japanese
manicurists are very detail oriented and always want to improve
their skills," said JNA board member Mihori Kinoshita on the side-
lines of the three-day nail show. "That may be linked to the
Japanese attention to craftsmanship."

In this picture a stylist manicures nails of a Japanese customer at a nail saloon in Tokyo.

All that glitters: Japan 'nailists'
turn manicures into art

A nail artist exhibits her technique to visitors during the
Tokyo Nail Forum in Tokyo.

A nailist checks color samples of nail gel during the Tokyo Nail Forum in Tokyo. — AFP photos


